1) Members and People Attending:
   b. Minutes taker: Linda Jiang
2) Student Co-Chair Decision
   a. Linda took herself out of nomination so we unanimously decided on Ece Kocak
   b. Minutes taker will be decided each meeting
3) AEPi Hearing
   a. Larger room will be booked for the hearing on Nov. 7th
   b. A written statement will be made by the President of AEPi
   c. General Notes/Discussion on AEPi Hearing
      i. General discussion on what CSL’s role is in the hearing
         1. We have a duty to help put measures into place to prevent this from happening again
         2. We also have a duty to make sure that Tufts gives due attention to serious incidents like these, whatever the resulting response
         3. Realize we are not necessarily out to “fact-find”, but rather to gauge brothers’ knowledge of and responses to the incident, as well as their exposure to past and present risk management policies (ie, is there an adequate standard of “care” we believe them to be expressing?)
      ii. Items to address in the hearing:
         1. What are the national AEPi chapter’s risk guidelines and policies?
         2. What disciplinary measures, vs. future remedies need to be put in place?
            At what level (fraternity or university) do future remedies need to be put in place?
         3. Have brothers effectively complied with the cease and desist so far?
      iii. A set of “agreed-upon facts” will be made and sent out to CSL members by Mickey, Bruce, and Su; and a set of questions will be made and sent out by Helen
   d. Order of AEPi Hearing
      i. Individually: Sophomores → Juniors, Rush Chair, Sentinel, Historian, VP + Risk Manager
      ii. 1-3PM Opening Statements and Questions
      iii. Break
      iv. 3:10PM – 3:45PM – Srg. Tilton will be available 3-4pm
      v. 3:45 – 4:15 Final Questions Closing Statements
      vi. 4:15 – 5PM Exec Session
      vii. Continue final deliberations at next CSL meeting if need be, for timing
4) Wendell Phillips
a. 60 nominations so far, email will be sent out to those nominated by Joe Golia to apply
5) TCUJ coming at next Dec 5 meeting to discuss new changes to its by-laws re: group recognition
   a. Also, Israeli Business Club looking into grounds for appeal; Helen will keep us posted
6) Adjournment